Hello Nurse is an innovative system designed for healthcare facilities that sends alerts directly to the caregiver staff using a completely wireless system. With the Hello Nurse solution, the caregiver on duty will be alerted when:

- A resident is struggling to stand on their own from a wheel chair or bed.
- A bedbound resident is in need of repositioning.
- An incontinent resident is wet and needs a fresh brief or bed pad.

The system also collects and stores data for easy-to-use reporting for legal and administrative use.
Incontinence Monitoring: The Hello Nurse pad is placed under the mattress of the resident’s bed. The disposable sticker (which contains a sensor) is attached to the outside of the resident’s brief. When wetness is detected, a notification is sent to a pager, cell phone or any mobile device with resident’s name, room number and type of alarm that was triggered, allowing for more accurate and quicker attention.

Fall Prevention: The Hello Nurse pad is placed under the mattress cover of the resident’s bed or on the seat of a wheelchair. The system is triggered by the resident attempting to get up from the bed or chair. An instant notification is sent to a pager, cell phone or any mobile device with the alarm type, the resident’s name and room number allowing the caregiver to quickly respond.

Notifications: The Hello Nurse system uses pagers and, if desired, LED displays that can be conveniently placed anywhere in the facility. They also receive wireless notifications and require only a power source from any available outlet. When an alert is triggered, the lighted sign simultaneously displays the room number and type of alert that has been received by a mobile device.

Data Collection: All system information and alerts are collected and simultaneously recorded and logged in the Hello Nurse patented software. They can be accessed at the nurses’ station and also remotely by secure log in. The reporting can be used for staff performance, family meetings, determining incontinence patterns or fall risk and deciding if residents need the use of different equipment.

Monitored 24/7: Once installed by our technicians at your site, Hello Nurse headquarters provides always-on monitoring to ensure efficient system operation and technical support whenever needed. Any enhancements or updates to the system will be automatically made without service disruption.